Land Vehicles of Antarctica
Name: Tucker Sno-Cat
Special Features: It has tracks instead of wheels which grip the ice and snow. This is the tractor of Antarctica!
Name: Hägglund
Special Features: It floats… just in case!
Name: Ivan The Terra Bus
Special Features: Carries passengers from the aeroplane to where they will stay!
Name: Mars-1 Humvee
Special Features: There is space for 2 people to sleep and do science experiments!
Name: Ford E-Series Vans

Special Features: It has 6 wheels. It is a popular car in Antarctica.
Name: Foremost Delta Two
Special Features: Big metal shed on the back for transporting passengers.
Name: Lotus Concept Ice Vehicle
Special Features: It is Super-light. Moves by a propeller, but has skis instead of wheels (like a land aeroplane). It can tell if the ice is thin so no heavy vehicles fall through the ice!
Name: Foremost Delta Two
Special Features: The horses of Antarctica!
Name: Foremost Delta Two
Special Features: The truck of Antarctica, can add different bits on the back, like a passenger cabin.
Which was your favourite?